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by Michael Slinn

Lost: Tedious
Low-Level Coding

Found: The missing framework for enterprise
.NET applications.

Ever notice how every enterprise project
needs similar infrastructure code? Object
interactions, transactional plumbing,
persistence...The only thing worse than
the duplication of effort involved in (re)
writing redundant infrastructure code for
every new application is having to maintain and update all of it whenever an
existing application needs modification.

There is a better way, and savvy developers have been using it for
over two years: Borland® Enterprise Core Objects II (ECO™ II).

For instance, the task of writing code to
retrieve rows from databases, turn them
into objects and back again is both
robotic and complex. As the application
evolves and the database schema needs
modification, a database administrator
needs to ensure that you don’t clobber
the data. Application programmers must
then scramble to fix all the persistence
code in the programs and modules that
use those objects, because they no
longer work with the new schema.

.NET Corner
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ECO II is a highly productive framework for distributed or standalone
applications, which uses Object Query Language to provide a clean
separation of business rules from implementation details. ECO II
efficiently manages databases using sophisticated caching and
transparent server clustering.
Available as part of Borland’s Delphi Architect 2005 product and
supporting both the C# and Delphi languages, ECO II is a time-tested
product that provides reliable enterprise application plumbing so you
can program at a higher level. Stop wasting your time developing and
debugging tedious object caching and persistence procedures. Borland
has been providing RAD tools and frameworks for over twenty years.
Give ECO a try—we think you’ll be impressed by the state of the art.

Of course, when the schema changes,
you also need to modify all the
associated WinForms and WebForms.
The larger an application is, the more
difficult it is to maintain.
If common infrastructure tasks like these
could be automated, programmers would
be free to focus on solving business
problems instead of wasting time on
repetitive low-level coding.
To learn more about rapid application development for .NET,
and for a free trial of Delphi Architect 2005 featuring ECO II,
visit programmersparadise.com/borland
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